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What is a Requirement?
• SHARE member creates a online request for an
enhancement to z/OS or its subsystems
• Other SHARE members comment on it for a month
• All project members vote on it (-5 to +5, where +5 is the
most wanted, and -5 indicates you don’t want IBM to do it)
• IBM reviews it and responds with: already available,
accepted, recognized, or rejected
• Benefits
•
•
•
•

More likely to produce results than APAR with SUG
You can simplify life for yourself and others
You get to influence IBM’s development
You can be a hero at work!
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Projects With Requirements
• ADI – Application Development &
Integration
• ASM – Assembler
• CICS
• IMSD – IMS
• LANG – LE, COBOL, PL/I & C++
• REXX
• SEC – Enterprise Data Center/
Security/Audit
• DB2
• STOR – Distributed Storage (Tivoli)
• ITSM – IBM Tivoli Storage Manager
• LVM – Linux/VM Program

• EWCP – Enterprise-wide Capacity
& Performance
• ISPF
• JES2
• JES3
• EPS – JES3: EPS
• MVSE – MVS SCP
• MVSO – MVS Open & Distributed
• MVSS – Storage Management
• NETW – Networking
• UB – USERblue – ADSM/6000, AIX
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How Do You Join?
• Step to the back of the room and join immediately!
• Go to www.share.org, select Members, select
Requirements – Industry Influence, select 1. Enter the
SHARE Requirements System
• If you’re not already registered, you’ll get a sign up
request, fill it out and wait a few days or a week
• Once registered, you can Enter Requirements System
• At the bottom, click on list of areas of Interest (projects) to
request membership in one or more areas, wait a few days
(or step to the back of the room!)
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How Do You Participate?
• Once you’ve registered for a project, you can see the
status of each project and can select it.
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How Do You View All Requirements?
• Select a project from the previous screen to see this:
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How Do You View All Requirements?
• View current status:
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How Do You View All Requirements?
• View Provider Responded list:
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How Do You View All Requirements?
• View Requirement summaries:
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How Do You Add a Requirement?
• After selecting project, then select Add New Requirement:
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MVSE Requirements Project
• Organized team to review all outstanding requirements 3
months ago to review all MVSE requirements
• Arranged conference calls every 2 or 3 weeks to review
selected requirements
• Future Objective – had 57 requirements marked as FO
• Found 24 of them available; retired 20 more; and will reopen 23
for discussion

• Long Range – have 212 requirements marked as LR
• Have reviewed 76 so far
• Found 24 available, retired 7; and will reopen 45 for discussion
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How Can You Influence IBM?
• Sign up to the Requirements system (step to the back of
the room)
• Sign up for the projects you’re interested in (step to the
back of the room)
• Comment on requirements that come open for discussion
(there will be many of these coming into the MVSE project)
• Vote on requirements that come open for voting (there will
be many of these coming into the MVSE project in a month
or two)
• Create new requirements when you see a way to make life
easier
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How to Influence IBM
Every customer has the ability to influence z/OS development in IBM through SHARE
requirements. The idea for this article came from my recent involvement in the SHARE
MVSE (Core Technologies) project. The MVSE project has created almost 1,000 requirements, and
IBM has implemented most of them. (And that's
just one project!) That's pretty exciting and shows
the SHARE community's influence on the industry.

Help set
IBM's priorities

But in reality, only a small percentage of the
SHARE members participate in the requirements
process, and it could be even more powerful with
more participants. So I'd like to invite you to join this process. Wouldn't you like your
voice to be included in those heard by IBM?

What are SHARE Requirements?
Members of the SHARE community participate in an activity designed to tell IBM what
changes or improvements to z/OS and its subsystems would be most beneficial. If you
want to have IBM make a change, you can submit (online) a SHARE Requirement.
Other members can comment on it, and finally vote on it. IBM then reviews all highly
rated requirements on a timely basis, and will post a response to each requirement.
Sometimes IBM agrees to make a change, sometimes they reject it, and sometimes
they put it into a "we'll consider it" category.
This is very similar to you submitting a PMR that becomes an APAR with a closed
status of SUG (user suggestion). The difference is that you're only one person submitting an APAR, but the SHARE community submitting a requirement may indicate dozens or hundreds of people who support you. Who do you think IBM will pay more attention to? The SHARE requirements, of course!
Any SHARE member can submit a new requirement, and any member can vote on requirements submitted by other members. This ability to participate online becomes
even more important as travel budgets are cut and fewer people are able to attend all
of the conferences.

How to Become a Voting Member
As SHARE attendees know, SHARE is divided into projects. Each project maintains its
own set of requirements.
It's actually quite easy to become involved in requirements, although many people are
too timid to explore it. If you have a userid and password on the SHARE site, it's easy
to join the requirements process. If you don't have a userid, and you know that your
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company is a SHARE member, you can create your userid. Go to the SHARE Web site
(www.share.org), select Members on the top menu, and then select Join SHARE. If
you don't know your company code, you can search for it on the login screen. Then
create a profile for yourself, including a userid and password. By the way, once you
have a userid, you can also look at ALL of the SHARE presentations, not just the ones
from the last SHARE.
Once you have a userid, you can now join the Requirements system. From the SHARE
Web site, select Members on the top menu, and then select Requirements - Industry
Influence from the drop-down menu. At the bottom of the screen is this link to a
document that describes the SHARE Requirements System http://www.share.org/Portals/0/Reqs_Instructions.pdf. Read this before continuing in
the process. Next, select option #1 to sign on to the SHARE Requirements system. (A
direct link to the requirements section is
http://www.share.org/SHARERequirementssystem/tabid/299/Default.aspx, where
you'll need to sign on.)
You are now redirected to the requirements site where you'll find a welcome screen.
While not obvious, the first step is to select a link that says list of Areas of Interest
(projects). (See the last paragraph in Figure 1). At this point you'll see a list of all projects that have requirements. Select any of interest to you. Once you select a project,
you'll see a screen that says your request is pending review and approval by the project coordinator. You can then continue to select more projects. You're done at this
stage of the process, and can log out. Eventually (anywhere from an hour to a week),
you will receive an email from each project saying that you've been approved. The
next time that you see the welcome screen, it will show you all of the projects that you
can access. See Figure 1.
Figure 1 – Bottom Half of SHARE Requirements System Welcome Screen
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How to View Requirements
Figure 1 shows the bottom half of the Welcome screen after four projects have been
approved for review - EWCP, JES2, MVSE, and MVSS. The left column shows whether
there are any requirements open for discussion, the middle column shows the number
of requirements that you can vote on, and the next column shows how many you can
still vote on.
It's important to understand the phases of a requirement. The following description is
displayed if you click on Help at the top of the page.
Phases of a requirement:
1) Initial: Someone creates a new requirement. May or may not be a
project participant.
2) Validation and Review while requirement is still in Initial Status: Project staff reviews the requirement and either accepts the requirement
(Moving it to Open for Discussion); or confers with the Author about
the proper disposition; or reassigns to another more appropriate project.
3) Open for Discussion: During this phase ALL project participants get a
chance to review the requirement and make comments. During this
phase project staff reviews all comments, and may modify the text of
the original requirement based on the comments.
4) Open for voting: During this phase ALL project participants get a
chance to set the priority of the requirement by voting. There is no
provision for accepting comments during this phase. Requirement
may not be changed because others have voted based on the requirement as stated. [You may vote on each requirement with a value
between -5 to +5. A value of +5 indicates that you want IBM to make
a change and it will greatly benefit your installation. A value of 0 indicates that the requirement doesn't apply to you. A value of -5 indicates that the change will either harm your installation or you would
rather see IBM use resources for different enhancements.]
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Figure 2 – Definitions of IBM Responses

5) Finalize voting: Project staff calculates the priority based on the votes
cast. Based on the votes each requirement is either "Retired", or
"Submitted to Provider".
6) Submit to Provider: Project staff updates the fields that route a requirement to the appropriate area within IBM (FITS). [Note: FITS
stands for Framework for Integrated Tests, which is a testing platform
to allow communication between the developer and the person who
creates the requirement.]
7) Waiting for Response: Requirement has been submitted to IBM.
8) Provider Responded: Response fields have been updated with response from IBM. The response codes include: AV-Available, ANAnnounced, AC-Accepted, RC-Recognized, FO-Future Objective, LRLong Range Consideration, SG-Suggestion, RJ-Rejected. Over time a
requirement can receive multiple responses from IBM. See Help: IBM
Responses Defined for a more detailed description of the response
codes. [We've included these responses in Figure 2.]
9) Retired: Periodically the Project Staff will review requirements that
remain in Provider Responded status. Reasons for retiring requirements include: requirements is now AV-Available or requirement is no
longer relevant. After review requirements can be moved "back" to
step 3 to repeat the "cycle".
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Two additional notes on this Help item:
The Open for Discussion and Open for Voting time period is usually a month.
Response codes of FO-Future Objective and LR-Long Range Consideration are
no longer assigned, but are still present on older requirements.
Once you select a project, you'll see a screen similar to that shown in Figure 3. This is
the Actions Menu, which shows what actions you can currently take. You can see that
there are no requirements open for discussion, three open for voting, and seven waiting for a response from IBM. There are also thirteen responses that have been posted
since June 2009. The top line of the summary is where you would add a new requirement, which we'll discuss in the next section.
Figure 3 – MVSE Project Actions Menu

By clicking in the left column for Cast Your Vote, List Requirements, and View Responses since 2009-06, you will then see more information about the requirements.
To view all of the requirements, select the top menu button called By Status. Figure 4
shows the status of the MVSE project requirements. We've discussed the Open for
Voting and Waiting for Response. The Deleted row indicates requirements that were
deleted by the submitter, and the Retired row should show those that have been made
available or were removed because they're no longer applicable. The MVSE project is
currently reviewing all of their requirements, and many more will be added to the Retired category soon. The 781 requirements marked as Provider Responded indicate
those that were responded to by IBM. This page simply lists the total responses, but
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by clicking on the link at the right (I prefer List by Response Code), you can see the
list by response code. That sample is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 4 – MVSE Project by Status

Figure 5 – MVSE Project by Response Code

Two of the areas that I find most interesting are the AN-Announced and AV-Available.
These are things the people wanted IBM to change, and IBM has changed them. This
really shows the industry influence that SHARE requirements have.
When you click on the name of a requirement, you can see the full description. The
first part of one is shown in Figure 6. This particular requirement was open for voting
when this article was being written. The person who created the requirements entered
most of this information (all except the Requirement # and the Status).
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Figure 6 – Requirement SSMVSE09011 (while open for voting)
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Creating a Requirement
It's very easy to create a requirement. In Figure 3, simply select Add New Requirement. You'll see the form as shown in Figure 7 (this shows the first portion of the
form). The requirement number will be assigned to you, and you'll be able to make
changes until it becomes open for discussion.
Figure 7 – Form for Creating a SHARE Requirement

Once the requirement has been reviewed and approved by the project coordinator, it
will be posted in the Open for Discussion section where other people can comment on
it. When discussion is completed, the requirement will be moved to the Open for Voting status, where other SHARE members will vote it on.
This ability to influence IBM's direction is one of the major benefits of SHARE, and you
can participate in the process in several ways. We hope you do. !
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